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`The Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‘s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‘s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques ‗
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
www.matlock-iam.webs.com
Facebook - Matlock IAM Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test

Associate

Observer

Carl Haynes
Gabriel Montague
Simon Vickers

Ann Barry
Stewart Barton
Jeff Stirland

Welcome to the group
Associates
Rupert Burden M/C

Matthew Simmon

Successes

Nick Baines receiving his F1RST certificate, with his
observer, David Graham

Eric Elwell
Many members will already be aware that very sadly Eric Elwell lost his battle against
cancer and died on 4 January 2018. Bill and Kevin have authored this obituary which I
(Kate), have combined.
Eric passed his advanced test many years ago under the guidance of John Fry and also
passed his ROSPA Gold and Diploma. After a spell away Eric rejoined the group some
20 plus years ago during which time he was very
active as an observer, committee member and most
importantly and influentially as our training officer.
I have known Eric for many years, and he was a
natural candidate for Training Officer. He loved driving
and took great pride in it, and with his engineering
background, he knew the physics, and the effects that
the drivers‘ inputs had on the vehicle. His ability to
explain this in layman‘s terms led to many newsletter
items and powerpoints used for training events. I have
kept all his powerpoint presentations as I can find
nothing better to use to illustrate so many aspects of
motoring.
Eric produced our Observer and Associate manuals, before the IAM produced theirs.
There is a lot of similarity, so he had it right for years!
The amount of work he put into this Group cannot be measured, but we will notice it
when we no longer have his input.
Eric‘s newsletter articles were also quite exceptional and fortunately Kate has got all the
archives which she intends to publish over time.
Eric has left a large deficit in the running of the group which will certainly be difficult to
fill.
His shoes will need a lot of filling, but there is always someone willing to try, so please,
step forward whoever you are. I am pleased to have been able to call Eric a friend and
will miss him.
When he phoned he would always ask ―Have you got a minute for a chat?‖ I always
would have, but knew it would never be less than half an hour, and then we would forget
why he called.
Away from the IAM Eric was a big man in every way and was held in great esteem by all
his contemporaries and peers as was very evident by the large number of mourners at
his funeral and the fitting tribute read by a former colleague.
Eric was also a very loving and loved family man and I know the family are all
devastated by his passing but rightly proud of Eric and have many fond memories of
him.
He touched and affected so many people‘s lives all being enriched for knowing him and
all of whom, I am sure, will be glad that they did.

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2018 and I wish all
members and readers a Happy and Healthy 2018
I was so very sorry to hear the sad news that Eric Elwell
had lost his battle against cancer and died on 4 January
2018. Eric will indeed be sorely missed and I am sure all
members will join me in sending condolences to Irene and
family at this sad time.
I was also saddened to learn the other day that Mike
Harris, another of our members, died in January. Mike joined the group in October 2016
and under the guidance of Stewart Barton passed his test in April 2017. Mike was rightly
very proud of passing the advanced test at 80. Mike and Sue were very active in fund
raising for Guide Dogs for the blind. Coincidentally Kevin Rowney gave us a very
interesting talk about this worthy organisation at the first meeting of 2018.
I send a very warm welcome to our new associates and am sure that under the guidance
of our qualified observers they will find preparing for the advanced test both an
enjoyable and rewarding experience.
I congratulate all the associates who have passed their advanced test over the last two
months and thank their dedicated observers. Carl Haynes has now joined the group of
members who are both an advanced car driver and an advanced bike rider.
I am very pleased to be able to report that thanks to Tony Eyre we have a new
webmaster. Emma Harper has very kindly agreed to take on the task and has certainly
hit the ground running. Emma has already updated the site and made some tweaks
here and there to improve it‘s appearance. Thank you very much Emma.
Normally in this issue of the newsletter I am congratulating the winner of the Annual
Photographic Competition however this is not the case this year as it was cancelled in
order to make way for another excellent talk by Gordon May. Due to Gordon‘s
reputation the evening was well attended and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
We can look forward to a talk by Ian McGregor on collision investigation in February and
the annual quiz in March
Finally do not forget the AGM on Tuesday 3 April when I hope as many members as
possible will turn up, remember this is your group so come and have your say and let us
know your thoughts on running the group.
As always I wish you safe motoring.

Kevin J Knight - Group Chairman

Winter Programme.
Collision Investigation
Tues 6th February 2018, 7.30pm at the Whitworth
Centre.
Iain McGregor will be giving talk about his time as a
collision investigator in Derbyshire. He is now retired but
will no doubt entertain and educate us. Friends and family are welcome to attend this
meeting.

Quiz
6th March 7.30 at the Whitworth Centre.
Start getting your teams together. Visiting groups are welcome to enter a team .

Notts Easter Egg Run Sunday 25th March.
All the money raised from this event goes towards helping disadvantaged children in the
county. Last year almost 3000 were donated. These are distributed to children who
would otherwise not have an Easter Egg. Let‘s try to collect even more this year.
Arrive at Forest Recreation Ground Nottingham for a 10am start. Ride to Mansfield Fire
Station.
I will email our motorcycle members nearer to date to arrange a ride over.
Bill

Annual General Meeting
this year will be on Tues 3rd April 2018 at 7.30pm at the Whitworth Centre.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee, that the Annual General
Meeting of the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists, will
be held at 7.30pm on Tuesday 3rd April 2018 at the Whitworth Centre, Station Rd.,
Darley Dale, Matlock DE4 2EQ, to enable the Trustees of the Group to present their
Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 31.12.2017, for approval by the Group
Members and to conduct an election.
Bill Storey
Date January 2018
2 Wye Bank
Group 4191
Bakewell
DE45 1BH
All officers and committee members retire annually and may offer themselves for reelection by group full members. Those elected become charity trustees of the group.
Nominations (to the secretary) are invited from full members to stand for the offices or
the committee. The nominee must be willing to stand for the committee and inform the
secretary of his/her ability and willingness to serve.
Please Note you may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a
charity trustee.

THE LAWS OF INCONVENIENCE
Variation Law: If you change lanes (traffic lanes), the one you were in will start to
move faster than the one you are in now (works every time).
Law of the Result: When you try to prove to someone that a machine won't work, it
will.
Law of Biomechanics: The severity of the itch is inversely proportional to the reach
Law of Coffee: As soon as you sit down to a cup of hot coffee, your boss will ask
you to do something; which will last until the coffee is cold.

The Motorcyclist in Winter
The majority of motorcyclists in the
British Isles put their bikes away
during the late autumn and winter
months. This may mean going so
far as to take the bike ‗off the road‘
by declaring a SORN and laying the
machine up in a garage or lock-up
with a drained fuel tank and the
bike‘s wheels off the floor to avoid
damage to tyres and wheel
bearings. What these people are
missing out on though is the
possibility of some challenging but
rewarding riding that can, with care,
be successfully undertaken on two wheels during the colder, darker months. So what
can the all-year motorcyclist do to stay as safe as possible when out in the winter
months? Here are a few tips that work for me.

Weather
A bit obvious this but if at all possible, don‘t get caught out on your bike when there is a
threat of ice, snow, freezing fog or very high winds. The best cold weather accessory
available to the modern biker is the weather forecast. Always plan your riding around
the expected weather. The forecasts we get in this country are in my experience,
remarkably accurate, with the local forecasts tending sometimes to be a little more on
the cautious side when it comes to forecasting overnight temperatures.
My bike is far more than a summertime plaything, I use it to ride whenever possible to
and from work in Derby; it‘s very efficient at getting me through the morning and evening
city congestion in far less time than it would take in my car or on public transport. I use it
to get to see relatives who live in East and North Yorkshire, a round trip of over 200
miles that can be painfully slow with heavy traffic. So before any trip on the bike, winter
or summer, I always - every single time - look at the weather forecast. Also, I never
assume that roads will be gritted; so if the forecast mentions snow or black ice, the bike
will probably stay home. On the other hand, close to zero temperature conditions can be
negotiated easily when dry if the journey is undertaken with suitable clothing and a
suitably adjusted riding style.

Road Conditions
When it‘s cold, look out for frost on bends and in hollows where the sun doesn‘t shine.
Beware of accumulations of leaves and tree debris, and expect a more slippery surface
where trees overhang the road.
Another one to watch for in hill country is wash-down of gravel at road junctions and
field entries after heavy rain. There will usually be a mound of this stuff in the part of the
road not ‗swept‘ by other traffic so be ready to swap your ideal ‗line‘ for a cleaner part of
the road. It‘s also in late autumn/early winter that farmers (and house builders) seem to
drag mud from their fields and building sites and deposit it on the adjacent roads.
Remember, the ideal bike ‗line‘ may be covered in any of the above crud so be prepared
to slow down and adjust your line as necessary to keep as clear as possible of these
hazards.

Spray – can be a problem all year round but is particularly nasty in low sun conditions,
or when it comprises a good dose of road salt which is moist enough to stick but not wet
enough to wipe from your visor with a gloved hand. Drop back a bit from traffic in front
to minimize your exposure to its spray but look for a chance to get past at the earliest
opportunity so you have clear road in front.

Bow-waves – in very heavy rain traffic may cause a bow wave of surface water
which can catch you out as you attempt to overtake. Be aware and prepared to hold
your position, or even move further left than usual to minimize the effect of bow waves
from oncoming traffic.

Salt slime – we usually reach a point at some time during the dark months when
there is so much salt on the roads that they never dry out (salt is hygroscopic – it attracts
moisture). This is bad news for bikers, for two reasons. Salt rots bikes (and cars but
they have much better exterior protection) and it covers visors and headlights with a
filthy film which is impossible to shift without water wash and a wiping system. Best to
try and keep a damp cloth tucked somewhere in the front fairing of the bike to try to
clean your visor when the opportunity presents itself. I have often resorted to spitting on
a piece of kitchen roll and giving the visor a wipe when stopped at traffic lights. If doing
it ‗on the move‘ proves too difficult, pull in somewhere and carry out a cleaning session
on both visor and headlight – see and be seen being the magic words here. A small
bottle of water can help refresh lights, rider and visor all at the same time.

Cracks, potholes – winter seems to take its toll on road surfaces, possibly due to
frost opening up existing small surface breaks with traffic flow doing the rest.

Light
Shorter days mean more chance of being caught
out there in low sun conditions; combined with a
wet road this can make forward vision almost
impossible. A useful tip here is to apply some
electrical tape across the top of your visor during
the winter months, then you can lower the visor
just to the point where the tape acts as a sun
shade; the downside is that the visor will be partly
open but it can be a small price to pay for
enhanced vision and increased safety.
Filtering in darkness or with low sun from behind can result in your bike‘s headlight
getting ‗lost‘ in the general glare from following traffic headlights or from the sun. This
makes you effectively invisible to the traffic in front (in rear-view mirrors) that you are
filtering through. Extra caution is needed here; take it slow, keep calm and be extra
vigilant for lane swappers who may well not have seen you approaching between the
traffic rows due to the general ‗noise‘ of light in their rear view mirrors.

Be seen – in all conditions, but particularly in low light or darkness, a fluorescent
jacket can be a lifesaver, and of course the use of the dipped headlight is strongly
advised.

Riding Style
Riding in winter demands:
 More concentration – allow more stopping distance; cold and wet conditions
combine to reduce tyre grip. The ability to see the road ahead can be reduced by
mist, fog, spray, low or no light, and low sun. Again, allow more distance and slow
down if you are at all unsure of what lies ahead.
 Suitable riding gear – the ability to concentrate is quickly lost as body temperature
drops. Good warm clothing, heated grips, an unscratched visor; all contribute to
increased comfort.
 Good tyres, brakes, lights.
 Take a ‗straighter‘ line. It may not be a good idea to lean the bike over as far
when cornering as you might during warmer months. Pick a line that allows a
slightly more upright riding style where possible; but be aware that this may bring
you closer to other vehicles than you would normally be comfortable with; slow
down a bit more for bends and anticipate problems other road users may have in
seeing you – for example we now know that the frontal ‗A‘ pillars of newer cars
(particularly people carriers) are so large as to obscure a bike from view for a
worryingly long period of time in certain conditions. Low light and misted-up
vehicle glass can only make this worse. If there is a car waiting to pull out from a
side road on the left in front, put yourself in the best position to allow the driver to
see you and slow down until you get a good feeling he has seen you – remember
your reduced ability to slow down or stop suddenly in winter conditions means you
need to give yourself as much chance as possible.
Riding in winter can have positive benefits. Traffic congestion may be slightly increased,
especially around the Christmas shopping periods and a bike will help you get to where
you want to go quicker. Meeting the challenge of less than ideal riding conditions can be
rewarding, and make you feel just that little bit superior to the summer Sunday ‗cowboys‘
who have tucked up their bikes until springtime and have to endure the reduced freedom
of sitting in traffic jams because of it.
Tony Eyre – Senior Motorcycle Observer

Moonstruck Motorcyclists.
Last month, a 40-year global study of traffic accidents found that motorcyclists are
significantly more likely to be killed in collisions when there is a full moon.
The risk of death is five per cent higher during a
normal full moon — and an astonishing 27 per
cent greater when a supermoon is rising in the
sky, according to the report in the British Medical
Journal.
Victims are most likely to be middle-aged men
on motorbikes roaring down country roads at
night, the study found. (Whether or not they were
humming ‗Born To Be Wild‘ at the time of their
demise is unknown.)
Seriously, the investigators have no conclusive explanation for the toll, but
speculate that the bikers may get fatally distracted by the moon’s entrancing
beauty.

Positioning
The correct positioning on the approach to any hazard is very important. Not only does it
give you a greater margin of safety, it enables you to assess the hazard more easily, and
it also indicates your intention to other road users. This sometimes means you do not
need to signal, but I will cover that later.
By positioning your vehicle correctly, you will be able to
obtain the best view into the hazard, and in so doing
you will be able to see as much as possible and
therefore be able to plan how you are to negotiate the
hazard. I will cover some examples, which are by no
means an exhaustive list.
Parked cars – if approaching a single parked car on
your side of the road, move out early towards the
centre line, if safe to do so. This will enable you to see
past the car to see if there is another hazard in front of
it. Your position will warn following drivers that there is
a hazard ahead so you may not need to indicate to pass it. It also indicates to
approaching drivers what you intend to do, and invariably they will move slightly to their
left, thus increasing the gap available, and may enable you to pass without having to
stop to allow them to come through.
If however the parked car is just round a bend, or you are unable to pull out early, it may
require a signal from you to warn following drivers of the hazard.
If you are passing a line of parked vehicles on your side of the road, you should ideally
give them an open car door‘s gap as you pass. Not possible in many situations, so all
you can do is slow down, take extra care by looking for signs that a car door may open
or a vehicle is pulling out – indicators, brake lights, exhaust showing car is running, look
in their wing mirrors can you see anyone in the driver‘s seat?
If there is a long line of cars parked, for
example Chatsworth Road at Rowsley,
and the road has bends and is narrow, all
you can do is slow right down, keep
tucked in as best you can and judge
speeds of approaching traffic and the
availability of passing places. Too often
you see drivers moving into a reducing
gap with no passing place free, whereas
if they held back, traffic coming the other
way could pass freely, opening up the
road sooner allowing traffic to flow.
If there is a car parked just before a bend,
move over to get the best view before the
bend, and if clear, carry out the overtake
smartly to reduce the time exposed to danger. Use your indicator in these
circumstances, even if there is no one obviously about, as this may help if another

vehicle comes round the bend, it will enable the driver to assess what you are doing a
split second sooner.
Positioning for roundabouts is not a simple as it used to be, due to the increase in lane
markings and traffic light control. It is not easy to explain how to position for
roundabouts any better than the Highway Code explains it. We will cover this again at
one of our training evenings.
Motorcyclists need to position to give other road users a clear view of them, as well as
for them to assess hazards. One term I like is ‗making myself look big‘ in other words
bringing myself to the notice of others, generally by giving others a full view of myself,
not partially obstructed. I also try and move from side to side a little to make myself more
obvious rather than just a head on view.
Positioning for overtakes can sometimes be contrary to the usual positioning for bends.
If following a large vehicle on a bendy road, rather than move out to the centre line on a
left hand bend, move in to the left and have a look up the nearside of the vehicle. You
will often get a better view of the road ahead and possibly enough information to enable
a quick overtake if the road is clear. The same applies on right hand bends but move in
to the left at get a view round the bend which, combined with a closer position behind
the large vehicle, may enable you to get an early view round the bend and again a quick
overtake.
Always remember the benefits of a drop back position behind large vehicles, this
enables you to see much more than being right behind it. Motorcyclists will also drop
back just in case the lorry straddles debris in the road. There is nothing worse than being
behind a vehicle and suddenly there is a sizeable stone in the road which it has passed
over. I try to position to the right rear of a lorry so the driver can see me in his mirror, and
I am in his tyre track. I can then adjust my distance behind him from the follow to the
overtake position quite easily.
There are many other examples of good positioning, and I urge everyone to look out for
our training sessions, as this is the type of thing we cover in some detail.
Bill Storey

Chief Observer

Here are some actual maintenance complaints submitted by the pilots (marked with a P)
and the solutions recorded (marked with an S) by maintenance engineers.
P: Number 3 engine missing.
S: Engine found on right wing after brief search.
P: Aircraft handles funny.
S: Aircraft warned to straighten up, fly right, and be serious.
P: Target radar hums.
S: Reprogrammed target radar with lyrics.
P: Mouse in cockpit.
S: Cat installed.

This is the first in a series of Eric’s favoutite archive articles, which I
propose to run over the coming months.

Head Restraint.
Why does the IAM booklet ‗How to be an Advanced Driver‘ not list the adjustment of the
head restraint as part of the Cockpit Drill? The consensus of those present when I was
asked this question was ‗if it is not included it should be‘! This article is from the debate
that followed and a trawl of several sources. My research served as a reminder that
head restrains are only part of the safety package and link in with seat belts and air bags
as part of a trilogy of safety features.
I am old enough to remember a time when very few cars were fitted with restraints, and
seat backs finished somewhere at mid-shoulder position. In the event of a rear end
shunt, the whole head and neck pivoted backwards on the seat, placing very high
stresses on the neck, the head then snapped forwards in a whiplash movement resulting
in the all too familiar injury. A whiplash injury is particularly nasty. The tissues in the
neck that normally support the weight of the head suffer damage. The result is constant
pain, which may last for several months, during which time it is almost impossible to find
relief. In extreme cases, damage to the vertebrae and tendons in the neck may give
long-term problems.
The function of a head restraint is to limit the movement of the head and provide support
in the event of a collision. When coupled with a seat belt, a correctly adjusted restraint
will provide some protection against a whiplash injury by reducing the distance the head
travels and stopping the neck bending backwards. A front mounted air bag will also limit
the injury to drivers and passengers.
Head restraints are now a fitted to most cars and are the result of a great deal of
research designed to provide support to the whole of the back. The British Insurance
Industries use the Thatchem Whiplash Protection Ratings in static and dynamic tests to
rate a head restraint as Good, Acceptable, Marginal or Poor. Check the rating for new
cars at www.ncwr.co.uk.
A fixed head restraint of a robust construction is preferred. However, many types are
adjustable for height and rake. If this is the case, it must be lockable in the selected
position to prevent movement in a collision. The correct positioning is the responsibility
of the driver and passenger. Not only will failure to position correctly increase the risk of
injury but also, if a whiplash injury results then the insurance company may not look
favourably on a claim for compensation.
The correct position for any head restraint adjustable or fixed is as follows: - (see
Sketches)

 The top of the head restraint should be level with the top of the
head.
 The restraint should be as close to the rear of the head as
possible.

CORRECT

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

Top of the head level
with the top of the
restraint and as close
as possible to the head.

Restraint positioned
too low, unsupported
weight of the head will
pivot around the
restraint increasing the
risk of injury.

The distance between the
restraint and the head too
great. In an impact, the
head will tilt back
increasing the risk of
injury.

As with all safety features fitted to vehicles, development work is ongoing. Two future
features to look out for are Active Head Restraints and WHIPS seats.

The Active Head Restraint operates when movement of the body, following a rear end
impact, increases pressure on a plate concealed within the seat. The head restraint
moves forward increasing the time the head is supported. As the restraint is movable, it
follows that it is also adjustable and correct alignment is essential.

WHIPS seats have a fixed head restraint. During impact, the seat reclines and moves
backward, hence the head and body are kept in the same alignment thereby reducing
head movement relative to the body. This design is a one-use system and needs
replacing following a collision.

Slot the setting of the head restraint into your cockpit drill and make sure your
passengers have theirs suitably adjusted. This will offer maximum protection to you and
your passengers. Remember we share the road with others who we do not know and
whose skill level we can only estimate.

Eric Elwell Training officer.

Road Rage
What causes Road Rage?
Environment

Congestion necessarily creates more interactions between drivers,
which create many more opportunities for competitive or hostile exchanges. In
congested traffic, drivers are closer to each other, see each other better and notice more
things about each other, including mistakes, some of which are merely annoying, others
life threatening. Studies by the AA have shown that aggression can be influenced by
noise, temperature, overcrowding and time pressures.

Attitude
―Drivers live in a conflictual or cynical mental state,
accepting traffic regulations in an ideal sense, but
rejecting them in an actual sense (e.g., speed limits, blood
alcohol level, signalling regulations, parking violations,
moving violations, required maintenance, seat belt use,
child restraints, etc.) Our rational mind supports these as
necessary for the public good; but our lower mind desires
to make excuses for our transgressions. We drive in this
fog of conflict, with the result that we regularly break the
traffic laws and engage in either risky or aggressive driving,
or both.‖
For example, when other drivers cut them off in a lane change manoeuvre, they feel outraged:
"How annoying. They're being inconsiderate, rude and aggressive. What a jerk" But when it is
our turn to cut someone off, we excuse our action: "I had to do that because I have to take the
cut-off ramp soon," or, "because I am in hurry today."

Winner Syndrome.

Some people, (most often
males between 18 and 25) have a desire to be ‗at the
front‘ although there is no front of a steam of traffic,
some people do not allow sufficient time for their
journey and are constantly anxious because ‗they will
be late‘.

Mood

Angry people tend to feel that they
are morally right, that any blocking or changing of their plans is an unbearable indignity and that
they should NOT have to suffer this way. Maybe other people should, but not them!

What kind of driving angers other drivers?
Tailgating, cutting in, not indicating, driving ‗too slowly‘. IAM members don‘t do this kind
of driving, but unfortunately, keeping to the speed limit and not crossing lights on amber
are seen by many drivers as ‗too slowly‘! So if we realise someone near us is angry with
us, what can we do?

Apology
A whole website is devoted to the notion of saying ‘sorry’
―A road rager can become upset because you accidentally cut in front of him or her, or other
reasons that were not intentional. A key factor in reversing the process is an apology.
Over 85 percent of road ragers said that they would drop the matter if the other "careless" driver
simply apologized. Instead, road ragers claim, the "careless" driver seems to be unconcerned
about what they just did and, therefore, needs to be taught a lesson.‖

There are then detailed instructions about how
to make a ―Sorry‖ sign and how to use it in a
safe manner. Well that may be a bit OTT but
just saying sorry to be lip read, if it defuses a
potentially nasty situation can‘t be bad can it?

The Suzy Lamplugh Trust - a registered
charity providing advice and training on
personal safety - offers the following tips
for anyone unfortunate enough to get
caught up in a road rage incident:
Try to stay calm and don't react angrily or
with violent gestures. This may be difficult, but for your own safety and the safety of
those travelling with you it is important that you try to diffuse the situation. Avoid eye
contact.
Most importantly, don't leave your vehicle, and keep the doors locked and windows up. If
the aggressive driver is behind you, try to keep a reasonable distance between you and
the vehicle in front, so that you can move into that space and away from the aggressive
driver if necessary.
Make a note of the registration number, model, colour and shape of the other vehicle. A
description of the driver might also prove useful, so try to remember what they look like,
especially anything distinctive about their appearance.
Get away from the other car as soon as possible without speeding or driving recklessly.
If this isn't possible, pull over somewhere where there are other people around, and
remember to stay in your vehicle. Lock the doors. Ostentatiously use your mobile to dial
999 and read out the number of the offending vehicle.
.Do not go home whilst the enraged driver is following you.
References. AAA Foundation; Spencer McDonald Cognitive/behavioral training approaches to develop
positive driver attitudes and reduce aggressive driving and road rage; Drs. Leon James and Diane Nahl.

Prizes
Sarah was in the fertilized egg business. She had several hundred young pullets and ten
roosters to fertilize the eggs. She kept records and any rooster not performing went into
the soup pot and was replaced. This took a lot of time, so she bought some tiny bells
and attached them to her roosters. Each bell had a different tone, so she could tell from
a distance which rooster was performing. Now, she could sit on the porch and fill out an
efficiency report by just listening to the bells. Sarah's favourite rooster, old Butch, was a
very fine specimen but, this morning she noticed old Butch's bell hadn't rung at all! When
she went to investigate, she saw the other roosters were busy chasing pullets, bells-aringing, but the pullets hearing the roosters coming, would run for cover.
To Sarah's amazement, old Butch had his bell in his beak, so it couldn't ring. He'd
sneak up on a pullet, do his job, and walk on to the next one.
Sarah was so proud of old Butch, she entered him in a Show and he became an
overnight sensation among the judges.
The result was the judges not only awarded old Butch the "No Bell Peace Prize" they
also awarded him the "Pulletsurprise" as well.

Safer driving through roadworks
(Acknowledgements to the Highways Agency)

Caution: Road Works ahead
The Highways Agency looks after England's
motorways and major trunk roads. With more cars
and heavy goods vehicles using our roads, it's no
surprise that they wear out. We work hard to make
sure your journey is as safe and as reliable as
possible, but to do this we need to keep the roads
in tip-top condition. This is why you will sometimes
encounter road works on your journey.
Our road workers are out in busy motorways in all
sorts of conditions and often at night. To protect
them and keep you safe we have high-visibility
signs to let you know what to expect, how far until
the road works and what you have to do when you
get there. If you see any of these signs, stay alert
and be prepared for different driving conditions ahead.
Everyone is entitled to a safe workplace. Our men and women work next to fast moving
traffic and every day risk death and injury. Respect their space!

Seeing cones and no-one there?
For quick overnight works you may not see anyone working within the cones. There may
be a few reasons for this. It can take up to a couple of hours to position cones before it is
safe for our workers to start their job. For longer-term road works, activities may be
going on out of sight, working underneath the road or on bridge supports; concrete could
be setting; workers may be in a different section.

Did you know?
Feedback from our workers shows that too many drivers leave it to the last moment to
change lane when lanes ahead are closed. This causes other drivers to brake which
causes congestion as well as risking injuring our workers.

Crashes: The grim facts
Across England latest figures show that in one year, 5 road workers have been killed
and 29 seriously injured in road works on our roads as a result of motor vehicle crashes.
All these deaths and injuries are avoidable.
Speeding, lack of attention, falling asleep at the wheel and aggressive driving have
all contributed to crashes in road works. Road workers are just trying to do their job to
keep roads in top condition for you.

Consider the consequences
Crashing in road works can result in increased delays, damage to your vehicle,
increased insurance costs, points on your license, disqualification, jail sentences, trauma
for your family and road workers' families and injury or even death.

Car Key Security.
There are now two distinct types of car key – those which start the car mechanically, and
keyless entry systems which are entirely electronically controlled.
We have discussed previously the
precautions to be taken with mechanical
keys e.g. making sure they cannot be
'fished' off the hallstand by a wire pushed
through the letter box etc.
Car security experts have warned that
the vast majority of drivers are leaving
their keys within easy access of criminals
using relay gadgets to steal vehicles This type of theft is called a 'relay attack',
when two thieves work together to break into cars using electronic signal relay devices
to infiltrate keyless entry systems.
Recent CCTV footage released by West Midlands Police of a theft of a Mercedes-Benz
confirmed just how easily criminals can use these gadgets to receive the car key signal
from inside a victim's home, transferring that signal to a receiver near the vehicle.
The car's system is tricked into thinking the key is there, allowing thieves to unlock it and
drive away within minutes. While this might sound like a specialist method only used by
gangs stealing high-end cars to order, an investigation by Tracker earlier this year found
that anyone can buy the relay devices on Amazon and eBay for £257.
It even replicated a YouTube video that showcased how to use the gadget - called
'HackRF One' - to break into a top-of-the-range £105,000 Range Rover Vogue SE in two
minutes, with the permission of the vehicle's owner.
It means drivers are extremely vulnerable to the attacks - and almost every car owner is
putting themselves at risk by leaving their keys somewhere that the devices can easily
tap into the signal they produce.
Tracker asked 200 motorists where they put their keys overnight, with a quarter saying
they leave them in the hallway - well within easy reach of these relay devices that can
pick-up a signal up to 30-metres away.
Andy Barrs, head of police liaison at Tracker, said there are some simple precautions
people can take to stop criminals from being able to tap into keys, though they might
take some ingenious thinking.
He said: 'Whilst the relay device can receive signals through walls, doors and windows,
metal is its enemy, so putting keys in a metal tin or the microwave is a cost effective way
to thwart the criminals.' Experts have also suggested you can keep your keys in the
fridge to keep your car safe from being hacked.
Andy adds: 'Alternatively, invest in a metallised signal blocking pouch, such as a
Faraday wallet (Less than £10 on Amazon), which is designed to shield electronic keys
from relay attacks.'
Faraday cage or Faraday shield is an enclosure used to block electromagnetic fields. A
Faraday shield may be formed by a continuous covering of conductive material or in the
case of a Faraday cage, by a mesh of such materials. Faraday cages are named after
the English scientist Michael Faraday, who invented them in 1836.

A Faraday cage operates because an external electrical field causes the electric charges
within the cage's conducting material to be distributed such
that they cancel the field's effect in the cage's interior. This
phenomenon is used to protect sensitive electronic equipment
from external radio frequency interference (RFI). Faraday
cages are also used to enclose devices that produce RFI,
such as radio transmitters, to prevent their radio waves from
interfering with other nearby equipment.
They are also used to protect people and equipment against
actual electric currents such as lightning strikes and
electrostatic discharges, since the enclosing cage conducts
current around the outside of the enclosed space and none
passes through the interior.
The cage will also prevent information from credit cards from being read by electronic
cadgets.
Barrs said car owners should also consider security solutions from the past as well as
new tracking devices to keep their vehicles secure.
'It's also worth remembering that vehicle security should be multi-layered and shouldn't
just rely on the keyless security system,' he added.
'Physical barriers, such as crook locks and wheel clamps will deter thieves.
'And whilst investing in a tracking device won't stop a car being stolen, it can significantly
increase the chances of police locating it and returning it to the rightful owner.
'This, plus added vigilance, dramatically contributes to keeping thieves at bay.'

Eyesight
As we get older our eyesight can deteriorate more
quickly, but everyone should have their eyes tested
every 2 years. It is surprising what other illnesses
can be detected. Increased blood pressure for one.
It is important for our Observers to make sure that
Associates eyesight is up to the legal requirement,
and we should carry out a simple check on the first
session with the associate. This has revealed
problems on a few occasions, and Observers must
not go out with anyone whose eyesight is in doubt.
Do this check in a friendly way, usually by just asking
them to read a car number plate, from a distance of 20 metres where the letters and
figures are 79mm high and 50mm wide on number plates made from 1 September 2001.
In other words, on a more modern car.
The check must be conducted in good daylight with glasses or corrective lenses if worn.
Before conducting these checks, just measure out 20 metres to give you an idea what
the distance looks like. We do not expect you to be taking a tape measure out with you.

Also, as we get older, our eyes react to darkness and light differently. I have certainly
noticed my eyes get tired more quickly in bright light, and I am certainly using
sunglasses much more, and it helps.
The other problem I have is the glare from some modern vehicle headlights. It is a fierce
light and on undulating roads, oncoming lights can dazzle you very easily even on dip
beam. I have noticed my eyes getting tired sooner when driving in the dark with lots of
oncoming traffic. I have started using some night driving clip on lenses. These are yellow
in colour and are supposed to reduce glare. So far I have found them to be useful as
they do reduce the glare, making the light softer, but maintain good visibility. My eyes
have not been as tired.
There is just one problem though – remembering to take them with me when bus driving
or driving my wife's car, as they do not work when I have left them in my car!
Getting older is no fun, the eyes and brain do not work as well, so try and compensate
where you can.
The other very important thing is the state of the
windscreen, especially in low sun and at night. If
the glass is smeared or dirty, it will make vision
so much worse. A film builds up on the inside of
all windscreens and needs removing often. A
good cloth and a glass cleaner will do the trick.
There are many other tricks, such as water with a
little washing liquid and a splash of vinegar.
Clean the glass inside and out and dry off with
some scrunched up newspaper. It works.
Keep your headlights (and tail lights) clean. Do not dazzle other road users, so make
sure the headlights are correctly adjusted. Check your lights often. I followed a car
recently which had no rear lights at all, just number plate lights, and one brake light! This
was on the M1, onto A38 then country lanes. I stayed behind her as long as I could to
offer some protection, but could not inform her of the problem. So dangerous during
darkness and in poor weather.
If your windscreen has a deep layer of snow, or is covered in ice, make sure you clear it
BEFORE using your wipers. If the blades are frozen to the screen, or the weight of the
snow is so great then the wipers will not move and the fuse could blow due to the
overload. Always switch the wipers off and let them return to the ‗parked‘ position when
you park. This prevents them starting as you switch on the ignition and causing a
problem if frozen. Check that your blades are working correctly and replace any that are
worn.
In fog, use the intermittent wipe and washers occasionally to clear the build up of
moisture from the screen. It helps you to see where you‘re going!
So folks, it is each driver's responsibility to be able to see well, we cannot pass that on to
anyone else. Simple steps can reduce the problems very easily.
Bill Storey

ARE YOU INSURED TO DRIVE TO WORK?
Police seized a driver's car as they returned from work because they 'weren't
insured for COMMUTING'
 Drivers must specify what they will use their vehicle for when taking out
policies
A driver had their car seized by police on the way home from work because their
insurance did not cover commuting.
The owner of the silver Volkswagen was stopped after dark on the M62 in Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire yesterday.
West Yorkshire's Roads Policing Unit posted a picture of the vehicle on Twitter to tell
locals what had happened.
The post read: 'M62 West, Huddersfield - Driver commuting from work - insurance policy
excludes commuting.
'Also an incorrect address on the policy. Seized and reported'
All drivers must specify whether they are using their vehicle to commute to work when
taking out insurance policies, according to Motor Insurance Bureau (MIB, a group that
works with police to crack down on insured driving.
To use your vehicle to get to and from work, your policy will need to cover use for
commuting. This is often referred to as 'social, domestic, pleasure and
commuting'.
You can find out if you are covered for commuting by checking your insurance certificate
and schedule.
This essential document explains what uses of the vehicle you are covered for.
Consequences: Where the vehicle is being used outside of the policy terms, then MIB
shares this information with the insurer to enable them to address the matter with their
policyholder.
The insurer will contact their policyholder to investigate this further and may result in the
policy being cancelled.
A serious breach of the insurance policy terms could result in the police seizing the
vehicle.
Source: MIB
According to MIB, police officers use the organisation's
helpline to confirm the insurance status of a car they suspect
is not covered.
A statement on its website reads: 'If no insurance is identified,
or if the police officer has significant concerns about a breach
of the insurance policy, the police officer can immediately
seize the vehicle.
'Where the vehicle is being used outside of the policy terms,
then MIB shares this information with the insurer to enable
them to address the matter with their policyholder.
'The insurer will contact their policyholder to investigate this
further and this may result in the policy being cancelled

Tips for Woman (and Men) Driving Alone
There have fairly recently been several incidents
around Manchester, of women drivers being
approached at traffic lights, by pedestrians with the
intention of bag snatching – hence the inclusion of
this article from 2pass uk.

Many Women often drive alone and it is an
unfortunate fact that they are more likely to
draw unwelcome attention than a man alone.
This need not be a problem providing you take
precautions to avoid unpleasant situations and
know how to deal with them if they should arise.
Let‘s consider three situations, Journeys, Being followed and Parking,

Journeys: Always plan your route and carry a map. Try to ensure you have enough fuel for the
journey, if not try to fill up early.
Let someone know your estimated time of arrival. It is wise to lock your car doors in builtup areas, though perhaps not on high speed roads. Place your handbag under the front
seat, (is the advice from 2pass, (but mine certainly won't fit under the seat adjuster bar,)
so it's not visible when you stop the car at a junction or lights. Make sure you have your
mobile phone and that it is charged (but not switched on!)

Being followed: Hopefully you will never be followed but if you are this is
what you should do. Slow down, but DO- NOT stop. DONOT drive home, but drive to a well-lit place and sound
your horn and flash your lights. This should get rid of the
pest, but if not, drive on to a police station or find a police
officer. A Service Station is always a good place to go.

If you are forced to stop. Lock all doors and close all
windows. DO-NOT get out of the car. DO-NOT try and
ram the other car, this may prevent your escape. Stop
with the wheels turned outwards ready to drive off. Try to remain calm and confident and
drive away as soon as you can.

Parking: When parking don't leave items on view. Always park in a well lit busy area. If parking in
a car park, park close to the exits or near to the attendant. Reverse into the parking
space so you can get away quickly. Always lock your doors and find a landmark so you
can find your car when you come back. If possible return to your car with others.
Approach your car with your keys ready in your hand. Check your car for intruders. Once
in your car lock the doors before you drive away.

Just take a few simple precautions and your driving should be trouble free
and enjoyable.

DIARY DATES
Tues
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

6th
11th
18th
6th
11th
18th
25th
3rd
8th
15th
7th
13th
20th

Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
April
April
April
May
May
May

Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Easter Egg Charity Ride
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
No meeting
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10 0am
Chesterfield Dates

Collision Investigation.
Guidance
Guidance
Quiz
Guidance
Guidance
Details from Bill
AGM
Guidance
Guidance
Bank Holiday
Guidance
Guidance

All meetings at

ST THOMAS’ CHURCH CENTRE, CHATSWORTH ROAD, CHESTERFIELD S40 3AW

Feb 15th Derbyshire Police Commissioner Hardya Dhindsa
March 15th, Chris Elkin talking about the Air Ambulance
April 19th David North Orthodontal Technician
Last date for copy for the April/May Newsletter is March 7th for articles, March
14th for tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net
And we thought we had snow!!

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623

B 6001
A 619

Baslow

Chatsworth

A 619

A6

To Chesterfield

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
A6

B 5057

The Whitworth Centre
Station Road Darley Dale
Matlock DE4 2EQ

A 632
Kelstedge

A6

Darley
Dale

Matlock
Crown Sq

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

To Matlock Bath
A6

Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
www.matlock-iam.webs.com/
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Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‘s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not
necessarily constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and
Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists.
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